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Abstract 

Cancer detection tests open a new era of developing cancer markers, allowing early detection and improving cancer 
treatments. Existing cancer detection technologies, for example, CA125, CA 19.9, CT, MRI, and others, are either not 
highly sensitive or specific enough for early detection. Recent technological development of “liquid biopsy” research led 
to more sensitive biomarkers. Newly developed multiple-cancer early-detection tests can screen up to multiple cancers 
in asymptomatic individuals with one blood draw. These tests, however, might pose significant challenges in our clinical 
practice. This paper highlights the issues we face and how to solve their problems.  
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1. Introduction

Early cancer detection tests might open a new era of cancer detection resulting in a better prognosis for cancer 
treatment. Not uncommonly, we have been disappointed by various promising discoveries to detect early cancers at 
their times. Still, they are either not highly sensitive or specific enough for early cancer detection. Examples are CA125, 
HE4, CA 19.9, CT, MRI, and others. Technology development enables blood “liquid biopsy” research to develop more 
sensitive biomarkers (1). The challenge of taking blood for early cancer detection may be revisited because new cancer 
detection tests are available. These new tests might pose considerable challenges to our clinical practice.  

Currently, only a few cancers, like the breast, colon/rectum, prostate, and lung, have established screening protocols 
such as mammograms for breast cancer, stool tests, and colonoscopy for large bowel cancer, the blood PSA for prostate 
cancer, and low-dose CT scans for lung cancer. However, these screening protocols using existing cancer markers are 
neither sensitive nor specific for early-stage cancer. Besides, subsequent investigations and invasive procedures might 
create more harm. Also, many cancers still do not have early-detection tests.  

2. Multiple-cancer early-detection tests

On the other hand, a newly developed multiple-cancer early-detection test has emerged that screens up to 50 cancers 
in asymptomatic individuals with one blood draw (2). This Multiple-Cancer Early Detection (MCED) test can detect 
fragments of circulating free DNA/RNA shed by cancers and released into the bloodstream. Detecting fragments of 
DNA/RNA genomic mutations in the circulation might imply the presence of cancer in the body (3). Circulating tumor 
cells (CTCs) shredded from the primary and secondary tumors can also be detected from liquid blood or urine biopsies 
(4-7). The cancer cells can be further utilized to generate human-derived tumor models for drug efficacy and high 
throughput screening assessment(8, 9). In 2004, FDA approved an assay using magnetophoretic separation using 
ferromagnetic microparticles with antibodies targeting epithelial markers for clinical use (Cellsearch)(10). A positive 
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test would indicate that an individual has cancer before developing symptoms in all the above circumstances. A 
multiple-cancer detection blood test (Galleri) has also been commercialized (2). There are also efforts to introduce 
label-free technologies to identify patients at high cancer risk based on proliferative capabilities (9), biochemical cues 
(11), and physical attributes (4) to complement conventional screens with automated analysis for robust and high 
throughput screening (8). However, since its introduction, many cancer specialists warn that we might not be ready to 
endorse these new cancer detection tests. 

2.1. Issues arising from new cancer detection tests 

 Cancer specialists to whom patients with positive tests are referred will have problems managing these 
patients. For them, there is a need for more diagnostic and treatment resources and infrastructures to cope 
with the rising number of people identified by the tests to have early cancers. 

 There should be more guidelines to agree on who will be tested, when, how, and where a test will be carried 
out, and to anticipate the long-term investigative follow-up and psychological support necessary once there is 
a positive test. 

 The Multiple-Cancer detection tests still do not have high sensitivity and specificity for cancer detection.  
 Doctors dealing with patients after a test should need a background in genetic testing to order or interpret the 

test findings.  
 More medico-legal conflicts could arise from having the tests, e.g., failure to investigate adequately, inadequate 

follow-up, erroneous advice, financial loss, or treatment delay. 
 The government has to provide more resources for education forums to clarify any questions or confusion 

about the tests; doctors must understand the tests before recommending them to their patients. 
 Because they are genetic tests, there is an implication that a genetic counselor should be consulted whenever 

it is necessary for doctors and patients.  
 Likely, many insurance companies would not reimburse out-of-pocket bills for a patient’s tests and 

investigations at this stage. A test should not be available only to people who can afford it can get the tests. 

2.2. Validation is necessary 

Taking the blood from patients for the tests is easy, but these tests are so new that most hospitals and doctors need 
medical guidelines about investigating a positive test and whether or not to have more tests. At this stage, to promote 
cancer detection tests, they need to be validated by large and randomized studies. As expected, there are at least 17 
clinical trials on the clinical utility of these commercialized MCED tests. The National Health Service (NHS)-Galleri trial 
is the largest randomized, controlled clinical trial conducted in England to validate the usefulness of the MCED tests. 
The trial includes 140,000 participants receiving the MCED Galleri from NHS, United Kingdom, where participants will 
be followed for three years with annual visits at 12 and 24 months (12).  

3. Conclusion 

Although we are not ready to endorse the MCED tests to replace traditional cancer screening, it might supplement 
current screening tests to help find other cancers for which no proven screening tests exist. Understandably, more new 
tests are coming because of rapid technological developments. In many big places, a working group should be set up to 
prepare themselves and make ready to validate and manage these new tests, the patient’s anxiety, and all the social 
complexities that arise with them.  
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